
Trient Printing
and Distribution 
 Printing of books, magazines and other media on-site, leading the way

using mostly green-energy in its printing, cutting, and binding, while also

keeping the carbon footprint below industry standards without cutting

corners on quality or production speeds.



The Problem

For the life of an Indepent Author, they are left with little choice when it comes

to getting their name out there. More distribution means higher printing cost.

With the added expense of shipping and handing, plus the new covid handling

charge. 



The Problem

Amazon : Selling only

to them and Barnes &

Noble online. And

hiding reviews

Ingram Sparks:great

distribution, but high

cost

Barnes & Noble Press:

Selling only to Barnes&

Noble online and

Amazon

Today's Indie Author has

three main choices, 

1.

2.

3.

Solution
Phase 1 : Open the print

factory . Using Green

energy to offset cost. Using

Automation as much as

possible. And working with

the distribution partners for

a global reach. 

Unique Value
Proposition

We are woman owned and

Veteran run. Utilizing Solar

power and keeping our

carbon footprint low. Also

planting a tree for every

100k units sold. 

Unfair Advantage

IIn the United States, there

are only 3 other print shops

that are woman run. None

of them will be running the

commercial volume that we

project. This is due to also

having the ability to handle

government contracts.

Customer Segments

Indie / Small press

publishers

Indie authors

Government Contracts

1.

2.

3.

Key Metrics

With many authors

already seeking a

platform it's easy to

see how to make this

work. But we measure

success not only with

profits, but with

customer service.

High Level Concept
Our company will be

working in partnership with

a platform that will change

the face of the writing

industry. 

Channels
With various networks and

friendships, we have

created a market to help

the "little person" while

being open to help

mainstream media as well.

Early Adopters

They all need a better

solution for printing. 

Cost Structure
Rent $800,000

Operating cost per year: 15,881,342

Set Up cost and on time fees: 15,073,658

Revenue Streams
Government contracts $24,000,000 per year

Publishing house contracts: $42,000,000



Competitive Position 
Trient Printing and Distribution strongest advantages are

consultative philosophy and purchase methodology. Trient

Printing and Distribution comes to the market with a combined

five years printing knowledge and know how. Our team’s

expertise in recognizing customers’ needs is an extension of not

only service to our customers, but also in relationship building.

Steering our customers in the right direction, builds loyal, return

customers.

Additionally, the company has years of experience with

computer technology which will integrate with the company's

business model to enhance and streamline the company's

capabilities. Trient Printing and Distribution’s focus on customer

service is the company's foundation. The goal is to reduce the

number of customers who are willing to try someone else from

the industry standard 80% to zero.



Strengths
1.Maintaining a reputable and untarnished

reputation in the industry.

2.Competitive pricing..

3.Unique positioning in the market as one of the

only  3 woman and minority owned and veteran

operated printing presses in the United States.

Weaknesses
We are new. 

We have no house hold name.

 Nor do we have several known authors

attached to our publishing house.  

1.

2.

3.

Opportunities
Being woman owned& veteran run we are able to

obtain up to 25% of the government contracts for

printing . Knowing several small publishing

houses brings thier authors to print with us. This

includes several NY bestsellers. 

Threats
Amazon is the biggest threat. However, with

recent changes to thier KDP site it has upset

enough authors and publishers that a change is

needed. 



Visualize Our
Company's Weak Points
with a Pirate Funnel



Awareness
I have already reached out to a few publisher that are

already awear of the project and want to use our printing

service. 

Retention
Once our customer see the vantage of our network it will

be easy to keep them. However, authors do often place

thier work on several sites to maximize exposure. 

Referral
We would have a referral program once the P.O.D website

and marketplace are up and running

Revenue
With government contracts, and the addition of the P.O.D

website attracting new customers becomes easier without

costing much in the way of advertising.

Acquisition
In the world of authors we network well. Work of mouth

on places like Facebook and Linkedin is key. 

Activation
At first it will be printing only with order forms. within a

few months we will be linked to several websites that

funnel directly to us for printing. 



Product

TRIENT PRINTING
PRINT ON DEMAND
GLOBAL SHIPPING

Price

PRICE
DISCOUNTS
BUNDLING

DEALS

Promotion

ADS: MAGAZINE, WEB BASED AND SOCIAL MEDIA
PR: PODCAST
SOCIAL MEDIA
EMAIL
SEARCH ENGINE

Place

STORES: WALMART AND TARGET

WEBSITE

ONLINE

MARKETPLACE



Our Product's Appeal with a Product-
Market Fit Pyramid



UX

Feature Set

Value Proposition

Product-Market Fit

Underserved Needs

Target Customer

1.Identify your target customer

Indie authors, small press publishers , and those seeking to get away

from Amazon

2.Know “undeserved” needs

Better customer support, better pricing 

3. Define your value proposition

being an Indie author I can see where the market is struggling. I can

identify what I need to track sale, boost sales, and better serve the

comminity

4. State your MVP feature set

We are building the marketplace and P.O.D website not only to be as

good as any other but to exceed the gold standard.

5. Make your MVP prototype

The P.O.D website is in delevoment 

6. Test it out to your customers

Beta testing has been more of asking our customers what they needs

and what they expect



 Marketing Funnel
 



TOFU (Top of
the Funnel)

Social media post and ads

Email marketing

Promotional video

Press Release

Radio and Podcasting

MOFU (Middle of
the Funnel)

Discounts

Exclusive offers

Free trial

Events

Training

BOFU
(Bottom of the
Funnel)

Demo

Feedback

Success stories



Our Company's
Mission, Vision, and

Values



Mission,
Vision,
and Values

Mission
Trient Printing and Distribution is a printing solutions

provider dedicated to offering a single source for all printing

needs with a priority on earning and maintaining our

customer's trust. 

Vision
We want to see every author have the same opportunities as

any main stream media personalliy has. 

Values
We have to put the author first. Understand thier dream and

help them achive it. 



Emphasize
Quality,

Highlight
Service, and

Build
Relationships

Emphasize Quality
Trient Printing and Distribution will set themselves apart from other

printers be it trade paperbacks, magazines, advertisements or contractual

jobs because of QUALITY! TP&D products will be consistently high-grade

and of a quality that its customers can depend on.

Highlight Service
Trient Printing and Distribution will differentiate themselves

with SERVICE! The company will establish the business

offering as a clear and viable alternative for its target market.

Build Relationships
Build long-term relationships with customers, not single-visit

deals. Become their printing and supply destination of

choice. Make them understand the value of the relationship.



D-U-N-S: 11-772-7637    SAMS: HCZSD33B5637  Trient Press EIN: 85-3430445 
Operating Expenses FACTORY

 

 

Insurance

Maintenance and Repairs

Payroll Expenses

Rent for Factory

Factory Payroll

Utilities Factory

Taxes and Licenses

Postage

Reocurring Monthly printing cost current cost of paper, ink and mis

Factory Supplies

Other

Services

Hiring Firm c-suite

Hiring Firm crew

 

Total Operating Expenses

 

Non-Recurring Expenses

Furniture, Equipment and Software

Mic. Fees and buffer 

One time fees

 

Total Operating Expenses

1/2 year

$981,000.00

$350,000.00

$45,000.00

$420,000.00

$2,382,500.00

$182,160.00

$60,000.00

$8,000.00

$1,842,444.00

$60,183.00

$1,500,000.00

$41,544.00

$35,000.00

$6,000.00

 

$7,917,831.00

 

 

$6,000,000.00

$1,161,292.00

$3,574,000.00

 

$18,653,123.00

 










